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CLASSIFICATION DEFINITIONS

CLASS D34, MATERIAL OR ARTICLE HANDLING EQUIPMENT:

D24,

SECTION I - CLASS DEFINITION

D30,

This class provides for design patents claiming ornamental designs for:
1. Refuse of Trash Equipment

D32,

2. Hand Cart of Frame Therefor

D34 - 1

Medical and Laboratory Equipment, subclass
131 disposal or destruction container for medical equipment.
Animal Husbandry, subclasses 158
through
159 for animal grooming or cleaning implement; subclass 161 for animal waste collector;
subclass 162 for animal waste type scoop or
rake.
Washing, Cleaning, or Drying Machine, subclass 37 for laundry basket or hamper; subclass
53 for bucket; subclass 74 for silent butler.

3. Conveying, Lifting or Transferring Article
(1)

Note. All patents in this class are classified
by full-line disclosure.

SUBCLASSES
1

SECTION II
CLASSES

-

REFERENCES

TO

OTHER

SEE OR SEARCH CLASS:
D3,
Travel Goods and Personal Belongings, subclass 272 for trunk or shipping container; subclasses 273-303 for enclosed storage or carrying container (e.g., tool box, brief case,
suitcase or similar article); subclasses 315-317
for hand held caddy or open type carrying container.
D6,
Furnishings, subclasses 406.1 through 406.6
for over-bed-type table, tray, or lap desk; and
subclass 708.24 for merchandising or storage
furniture, e.g., mobile bookcase, mobile bar, or
work surface, etc.
D7,
Equipment for Preparing or Serving Food or
Drink not Elsewhere Specified, subclasses 305
through 307 for beverage service equipment
combined with cart; subclasses 550.1-554.4 for
food serving tray; subclasses 619-625 for portable beverage container holder; subclasses
709-710 for lunch box or picnic basket.
D8,
Tools and Hardware, subclass 499 for chain or
link for conveyor.
D12,
Transportation, subclass 16 for passenger carrying golf cart; subclasses 93-99 for trash collecting vehicle; subclasses 500-603 for tire or
tire tread.
D15,
Machines not Elsewhere Specified, subclasses
10 through 33 for earth working machinery.
D21,
Games, Toys, and Sports Goods, subclasses
533 through 560 for vehicle models or a toy
representation of a vehicle; subclass 535 for
toy stroller or baby carriage; subclass 556 for
toy forklift.

REFUSE OR TRASH EQUIPMENT:
This subclass is indented under the class definition. Design for waste or garbage disposal.
SEE OR SEARCH CLASS:
D12,
Transportation, subclasses 93 through
99 for trash collecting vehicle.
D23,
Environmental Heating and Cooling;
Fluid Handling and Sanitary Equipment, subclasses 270 through 313 for
sanitary fixture.
D30,
Animal Husbandry, subclasses 158
through 159 for animal grooming or
cleaning implement; subclasses 161162 for waste collector.

Caption: Example of a design for a refuse or
trash container.
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HAND CART OR FRAME THEREFOR:
This subclass is indented under the class definition. Design for manually drawn vehicle for
moving small articles or structure therefor.
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CLASSIFICATION DEFINITIONS

SEE OR SEARCH CLASS:
D6,
Furnishings, subclasses 406.1 through
406.6 for wheeled-type over-bed
table, tray, or lap desk; and subclass
708.24 for merchandising or storage
furniture, e.g., mobile bookcase,
mobile bar, or work surface, etc.
D7,
Equipment for Preparing or Serving
Food or Drink not Elsewhere Specified, subclasses 305 through 307 , for
beverage service equipment combined
with cart.
D12,
Transportation, subclass 16 for passenger carrying golf cart; subclasses
17-20 for vehicle drawn by animal;
subclasses 93-99, for trash collecting
vehicle; subclasses 500-603 for tire or
tire tread.
D15,
Machines not Elsewhere Specified,
subclasses 10 through 33 for earth
working machinery.
D21,
Games, Toys, and Sports Equipment,
subclass 535 for toy stroller or baby
carriage.
D24,
Medical and Laboratory Equipment,
subclass 131 for disposal or destruction container for medical equipment.

D6,

D7,

D8,
D12,
D15,

D21,
D24,

D30,
D32,
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tainer (e, g., tool box, brief case, suitcase or similar article); subclasses
315-317 for hand held caddy or open
type carrying container.
Furnishings, subclasses 406.1 through
406.6 for over bed type table, tray or
lap desk.
Equipment for Preparing or Serving
Food or Drink not Elsewhere Specified, subclasses 550.1 through 554.4
for food serving tray; subclasses 619625 for portable beverage container
holder; subclasses 709-710 for lunch
box or picnic basket.
Tools and Hardware, subclass 499 for
chain or link for conveyor.
Transportation, subclasses 1 through
132 for vehicles.
Machines not Elsewhere Specified,
subclasses 10 through 33 for earth
working machinery.
Games, Toys, and Sports Goods, subclass 556 for toy forklift.
Medical and Laboratory Equipment,
subclass 131 for disposal or destruction container for medical equipment.
Animal Husbandry, subclass 162 for
animal waste type scoop or rake.
Washing, Cleaning, or Drying
Machine, subclass 37 for laundry basket or hamper; subclass 53 for bucket;
subclass 74 for silent butler.

Caption: Example of a design for a hand cart.
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CONVEYING, LIFTING OR TRANSFERRING ARTICLE:
This subclass is indented under the class definition. Design for moving or elevating articles.
SEE OR SEARCH CLASS:
D3,
Travel Goods and Personal Belongings, subclass 272 for trunk or shipping container; subclasses 273-303
for enclosed storage or carrying con-
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Caption: Example of a design for a conveying
article.
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